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Facilities Evaluation Form
ACCESSIBILITY NOTICE
This document conforms to all applicable WCAG 2.1 Level A and Level AA guidelines for accessible digital documents. If you have any difficulty accessing the contents of this document please contact dgpindemnisation-dghbindemnification@pch.gc.ca or call the Department toll free at 1-866-811-0055.
IMPORTANT
•
One separate form is required for EACH separate building where certified cultural property or indemnified works will be stored and exhibited.
•
This questionnaire must be completed in full and all supporting documentation provided.
•
All fields not marked “(optional)” are required.
•
All fields marked "(if applicable)" are required, if applicable.
•
Some numbered questions may be hidden if they are not applicable.
•
Use the Comments section to add additional information.
TYPE OF APPLICATION
Application for:
Checklist: Supporting documents to include with your application
Refer to Appendix A for further details on the required documents
With all applications
If applying for Indemnification
If applying for Designation (any Class)
If applying for Designation (Class 9)
PART 1 – FACILITY PROFILE
General Information
Contact Information for each individual who will complete relevant sections of the form
Main Contact
Language of correspondence:
Head of Collections
Head of Building Management
Head of Fire Safety
Head of Security
General Facility Information
Type of institution:
Are you open to the public?
Number of employees:
Number of volunteers:
Who conducts conservation work on artifacts?
What is the overall configuration of the institution’s facilities?
Please fill out a separate Facilities Evaluation Form for each building.
What collection-related activities occur in this building?
List all spaces where certified cultural property will be stored, exhibited and consulted in this building, or where indemnified objects will be stored and exhibited in this building.
Note: Ensure that room numbers/names correspond to those used in floor plans and relative humidity and temperature charts.
List all spaces:
PART 2 – BUILDING
2.1 Overall Building Details
Have there been any major renovations?
In the table below, list any major renovations, including relevant details (i.e. nature of the renovation, area added if it was an addition)
Nature of the renovation
Year (YYYY)
What is the building type?
What occupants other than your institution share the building?
Does your facility have a building-wide backup power system?
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces?
Are collection storage rooms located in another off-site facility?
If Yes, fill out a Facilities Evaluation Form specifically for that space.
Where is the building located?
Does the building have a heritage designation?
2.2 Exterior Construction and Condition
What type of foundation does the building have?
Is the site graded to provide drainage away from the building?
Has the foundation had any of the following problems?
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building?
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls?
Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems?
Which of the following describe(s) the windows?
Have the windows had any of the following problems?
Which of the following describe(s) the roof?
Has the roof had any of the following problems?
Which of the following describe(s) gutters and downspouts?
Do any roof drainpipes pass through collection spaces (i.e. exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)?
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following?
2.3 Loading Dock
Does the building have a loading dock?
Which of the following describe(s) the loading dock?
2.4 Interior Finishes – Collection Space(s) (e.g., exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of?
What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of?
What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of?
PART 3 – HEATING, VENTILATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS
Does the building have a heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system?
3.1 Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system
Is the building and HVAC system designed for zoned temperature control?
Is the building and HVAC system designed for zoned relative humidity control?
How often are the filters changed?
3.2 Without central heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system
How is the building heated?
How is the building cooled?
3.3 Portable equipment
Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building?
3.4 Temperature and Relative Humidity Monitoring
How often are the heating, cooling, and humidity control systems serviced?
Are temperature and relative humidity levels monitored continuously in all collection spaces (i.e. exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)?
How often is data reviewed for anomalies?
What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building?
How often are the instruments/equipment calibrated?
How often are the hygrothermographs rejuvenated?
PART 4  – FIRE
4.1 Building
How combustible is the building?
Was the building designed with fire walls, barriers, stops and separations?
Are openings in fire-rated walls and ceilings sealed with approved, fire-rated materials?
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes?
Permanent exhibition areas:
Temporary exhibition areas:
Collection reading rooms:
Collection storage rooms:
Furnace room:
Mechanical room:
Electrical room:
Workshops/laboratories:
Are staircases fully enclosed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke between floors?
Do the air circulation systems shut down automatically when smoke or fire is detected?
Are any fire doors propped open on a regular basis?
4.2 Fire Alarm and Detection
Is a fire alarm system installed throughout the building?
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building:
Is the fire alarm system monitored on a full-time basis?
Identify the communication structure supporting the fire system:
Is the fire alarm system ULC Listed and installed in accordance with approved standards?
Does the fire alarm system operate on standby power during a power failure?
Is the fire alarm system separately zoned for collection spaces (exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)?
Who inspects the fire alarm system?
How regularly is the fire alarm system regularly inspected?
What are the dates of the last two (2) inspections?
100. 
Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected?
Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected?
What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces?
Location
Smoke
Aspirated smoke
Heat
None
Not applicable
Collection storage rooms
Permanent exhibition areas
Temporary exhibition areas
Collection reading rooms
Common areas and offices
General storage spaces
Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen
Workshop and laboratories
Chemical storage rooms
Mechanical rooms
Electrical rooms
Loading dock
Evacuation routes
Attic and crawlspaces
Ventilation system
4.3 Fire Services and Water Supply
What type of local fire service do you have?
Do fire services vehicles have access to at least two sides of the building?
What is the source of the water supply?
Who owns the fire hydrants?
Are exterior fire department hose (Siamese) connections provided?
Are the connection covers in place?
4.4 Portable Fire Extinguishers
Are extinguishers mounted on approved brackets?
Are extinguishers easily visible and accessible?
Are extinguishers maintained annually?
Are fire extinguishers visually inspected monthly, in addition to annual maintenance?
What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces?
Location
Water
ABC Multi-purpose
BC
CO2
Fire Department Hose
Other
None
Not applicable
Collection storage rooms
Permanent exhibition areas
Temporary exhibition areas
Collection reading rooms
Common areas and offices
General storage spaces
Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen
Workshop and laboratories
Chemical storage rooms
Mechanical rooms
Electrical rooms
Loading dock
Evacuation routes
Attic and crawlspaces
4.5 Automatic Fire Suppression System
Is an automatic fire suppression system installed?
Where is the automatic fire suppression system installed?
Is the automatic fire suppression system designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 13?
Is the automatic fire suppression system monitored on a full-time basis?
Is the monitoring line supervised for breaks, faults, and grounds?
Is the automatic fire suppression system inspected and tested annually by certified personnel?
100. 
Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected?
Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected?
What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space?
Location
Wet Pipe
Dry Pipe
Pre-Action
Water Mist
Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
None
Not applicable
Collection storage rooms
Permanent exhibition areas
Temporary exhibition areas
Collection reading rooms
Common areas and offices
General storage spaces
Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen
Workshop and laboratories
Chemical storage rooms
Mechanical rooms
Electrical rooms
Loading dock
Evacuation routes
Attic and crawlspaces
4.6 Fire Procedures
Does the institution have an emergency response plan in place?
Are staff members trained in fire prevention methods?
Are staff members trained in collections salvage operations?
How often do staff members conduct fire safety inspections?
Are the inspections conducted using a checklist?
Within how many months are deficiencies corrected?
How often are meetings held to discuss fire safety?
How often does the fire department conduct formal site visits?
Has the wiring in the building been inspected by an electrician within the last 10 years?
Has there been a fire in the building within the last five years?
Is the building kept free of clutter?
Are combustible and flammable liquids kept inside the building?
Are safety measures in place for their storage, handling and disposal?
Are areas holding flammable liquids protected by an automatic fire suppression system?
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building?
Are hot work permits required when hot work (e.g., welding, soldering) will be done for repairs, renovation or construction?
If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored?
PART 5 – SECURITY
5.1 Security Overview
Is there a staff member designated for building security?
Who is on your security team?
How often does your security team meet?
100. 
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building during operational hours?
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building during operational hours?
100. 
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building after operational hours?
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building after operational hours?
How are employees with unaccompanied access to the collection (including volunteers and contractors) screened or vetted?
Which of the following describe(s) how the security team is deployed?
5.2 Security Guards
Note: A security guard is a person who is hired to protect an organization’s assets (i.e. property, people, equipment, money) from a variety of hazards (e.g. property damage, criminal activity, etc.) by using preventive measures. They do this by:
maintaining a high-visibility presence to deter illegal and inappropriate actions, observing – either directly, through patrols, or by watching alarm systems or video cameras – for signs of crime, fire or disorder; taking action to minimize damage (e.g. warning and escorting trespassers off property); and reporting any incidents to their client and emergency services if necessary.
Referring to the definition above, are security guards used to provide security for your building?
When are guards present on site?
Are the guards licensed?
How are the guards deployed?
How are the guards trained?
How often are the guards trained?
Are the guards equipped with radios?
5.3 Security Review
Which of the following actions or incidents have occurred in the last three (3) years?
Provide further details about incidents:
Incidents
Date (YYYY-MM-DD)
Location in the facility: collection spaces (exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms) or adjacent areas
Were collections affected?
Description of corrective measures taken
Who conducted the review?
Which of the following aspects were included in the security review?
Were the changes and recommendations in the security review fully implemented?
5.4 Building Exterior
Is the landscaping on site designed to maintain lines of sight?
Are the trees, shrubs and foliage cut back from the building?
Are non-emergency exterior doors kept locked when not in use?
Are hinges for exterior doors designed so that the pins cannot be removed?
From the ground level, is the roof accessible from the exterior?
Indicate how the roof is accessible from the ground level from the exterior:
Which of the following describe(s) skylights in your building?
Which of the following describe(s) roof hatches in your building?
Are the exterior lights vandal resistant?
Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated:
Are there any air ducts or vents larger than 25cm x 25cm located at ground level?
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected?
Are there any air ducts or vents larger than 25cm x 25cm located on the roof?
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected?
How are the ground-floor-accessible windows secured?
5.5 Key Control
Is there a key control system in place?
Are all master and sub-master keys secured when not in use/assigned?
Who is responsible for managing the keys?
Is there a process to account for and/or retrieve all building keys for staff that are terminated, resign or retire?
Are collection storage rooms keyed separately from other locks?
What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building?
Location
Key-in-knob lock
Keyed deadbolt
Keypad lock
Electronic lock (card/fob activated)
Electro-magnetic lock (maglock)
None
Not applicable
Exterior doors
Non-emergency exterior doors
Collection storage rooms
Exhibition areas
Collection reading rooms
Collection support spaces
Are any doors equipped with electro-magnetic locks integrated into the fire alarm system?
How often are locks changed on building exterior and collection storage room doors?
5.6 Access Control System (ACS)
Note: An Access Control System (ACS) manages and controls who is allowed entrance to the building and rooms. It automatically identifies those who have access based on the validity of their credentials.
Is there an automated ACS installed in the building?
Is the ACS continuously monitored?
Is there a process to ensure that all terminated, resigned or retired staff members return their building access cards?
5.7 Intercom System
Is there an intercom system installed?
Indicate the type of system:
Can you remotely release an exterior door through the intercom system?
What are the locations of the intercom system?
5.8 Intrusion Alarm System
Is there an intrusion alarm system installed for the building?
How is your intrusion alarm system monitored?
Does the system monitor for communication failures?
In case of an alarm, who is the first responder?
What is the average response time, in minutes?
How often is your intrusion alarm system tested?
Who tests your intrusion alarm system?
Does your intrusion alarm system have a back-up power supply/uninterruptible power supply (UPS)?
Are security systems on a dedicated local area network (LAN)?
Have all terminated, resigned or retired staff had their user codes for the intrusion alarm system de-programmed?
Which devices are present in the following locations?
Location
Door contacts
Motion detectors
CCTV cameras
Glass break sensors
Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
None
Not applicable
Building perimeter
Permanent exhibition areas
Temporary exhibition areas
Collection reading rooms
Collection storage rooms
Collection support spaces
Loading dock
5.9 Closed-circuit Television (CCTV) Camera System
Is there a CCTV system installed?
Which of the following describe(s) the monitoring of the CCTV system?
How does the CCTV camera system record?
What is the video retention period?
Are all exterior entry/exit points to the building captured by CCTV cameras?
Are CCTV cameras and lighting configured to optimize footage quality?
5.10 Exhibition Areas
Indicate the location(s) where security devices can be controlled independently of the rest of the building:
Are security devices adjusted after each exhibition set-up?
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect framed works?
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display?
How are display cases secured?
What are the display cases made of?
What are the glazing materials used in the display cases?
Which of the following security measures are enforced during exhibition installation and take-down?
5.11 Collection Storage Rooms
Can the security devices located in the collection storage rooms be controlled independently of the rest of the building?
Is unaccompanied access to storage restricted to collection staff?
Describe the doors into the storage rooms:
Are there any windows in the storage rooms?
5.12 Collection Reading Room(s)
Can the security devices located in the reading room(s) be controlled independently of the rest of the building?
Which of the following measures are in place to manage access to collections by researchers?
Does someone supervise the reading room(s) constantly when researchers are present?
Is there a clear field of view for staff to monitor researchers in all parts of the room(s)?
Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers?
Where are requested collection items stored overnight?
5.13 Loading Dock
Can the security devices located in the loading dock be controlled independently of the rest of the building?
Do all overhead doors in the loading dock have door contacts?
Is there a secure door/entry that separates the interior loading dock area from the building interior?
PART 6  – PEST AND MOULD CONTROL
6.1 Pests
Does the institution have an integrated pest management program that include measures to avoid, block, detect and respond to pests?
Who is responsible for pest management on an ongoing basis?
Who is provided with Integrated Pest Management orientation?
Is there a pest incident reporting system for all staff members?
How often are collection storage rooms inspected for pests?
How often is the building in general inspected for pests?
What methods are used to monitor pests on an ongoing basis?
How often are traps checked?
How often is the trap data inspected and results summarized to indicate trends?
How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)?
Are natural materials (such as grasses or flowers) used in displays?
Are these materials inspected or treated before use?
Who cleans the building?
How often are collection storage areas vacuumed?
How often are exhibition areas and reading rooms vacuumed?
How often is food waste removed from the building?
Is there a garbage dumpster that is used for food located inside the loading dock?
Are bait stations used to deliver poison bait to pests?
Has the building experienced problems with pests in the past five (5) years?
Provide further details below:
Type of pest
Location in the building
Date (YYYY-MM-DD) – indicate all occurrences
Were collections affected?
Description of corrective measures taken
Has the problem been resolved?
6.2 Mould
Has there been a mould problem in the past five (5) years?
Provide further details below:
Cause (e.g. leak, flood, high humidity)
Location in the building
Date (YYYY-MM-DD) – indicate all occurrences
Were collections affected?
Description of corrective measures taken
Has the problem been resolved?
Is there a written procedure for handling mould contaminated artifacts?
Are mould-contaminated artifacts isolated by placing them in a sealed box or bag?
After cleaning, how are mould-contaminated artifacts returned to the collection?
Are stained or mould-contaminated building materials replaced?
PART 7 – COLLECTIONS
7.1 General
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological)
Does the collection contain hazardous items?
If the building is located in a high-risk seismic zone, is the collection protected against seismic shock?
How are collections transported?
Do the transport vehicles have climate control and air-ride suspension?
7.2 Exhibition area(s)
What types of exhibition areas are present?
Is there a dedicated exhibition area for temporary/travelling exhibitions?
Is eating or drinking permitted in exhibition area(s)?
Are there procedures in place to manage risks in exhibition areas during events (e.g. food, damage from vibration, accidental touching, etc.)?
Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces?
How is the collection displayed?
Do display cases have gaskets and are they dust proof?
Are any display cases designed to provide microclimates that are different from the climate of the exhibition areas?
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer.
a) Winter Setting:
%
%
°C
°C
b) Summer Setting:
%
%
°C
°C
7.3 Lighting in Exhibition Area(s)
What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)?
What equipment is used to control light exposure inside the building?
How is light exposure managed inside the building?
Are light and ultraviolet levels measured in exhibition area(s)?
Do daylight sources have ultraviolet filters?
Are lights turned off in exhibition areas after hours?
How are the display cases lit?
Are cases vented to reduce interior heating caused by internal or external lighting?
7.4 Collection Storage Room(s)
How much space is available for collection growth?
Where are the collection storage rooms located?
What equipment is used to protect below grade collection storage rooms from water?
Is the water detector monitored as part of the security system?
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms?
What type of storage furniture is used in the building?
Is the equipment adequate in quantity and type for the collection?
Are shelving units and storage cabinets secured against earthquakes?
Are all objects stored at least 10 cm off the floor?
Have the specific needs for cushioning and support of collections been met in storage?
Is there easy access to allow movement of the objects in all collection storage rooms?
Is there a freight elevator in the building that can be used for the collection?
How are objects moved?
Are artifacts shipped in purpose-built crates?
What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms?
Are lights kept off when collection storage rooms are unoccupied?
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer.
a) Winter Setting:
%
%
°C
°C
b) Summer Setting:
%
%
°C
°C
7.5 Collection Reading Room(s)
What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)?
Are all researchers required to register and agree to abide by reading room regulations?
Are collection items displayed in the reading room(s)?
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer.
a) Winter Setting:
%
%
°C
°C
b) Summer Setting:
%
%
°C
°C
Part 8 – COMMENTS
DECLARATION
Declaration Information
I declare that the information provided on this form is accurate and complete.
I certify that all certified cultural property for which the organization is responsible under the Cultural Property Export and Import Act will be catalogued and maintained according to professional standards and made available to the public.
I am aware that the Minister of Canadian Heritage may withdraw the designation at any time, pursuant to subsection 32(3) of the Cultural Property Export and Import Act, and that all designated institutions and authorities may be subject to periodic review. I agree to inform the Designation of Institutions and Public Authorities Program of any changes in the legal status, professional staff, or facilities of the organization that would affect the conditions that justified granting the designation.
By signing this form, I authorize the Department of Canadian Heritage to disclose any information received in this application within Canadian Heritage (PCH) and the Government of Canada or to outside entities for the following purposes: to reach a decision on this application, to administer and monitor the implementation of a project or programming, or to evaluate the results of the project or programming and this program after project completion. This disclosure of any information received in this application may also be used to reach a decision on any other application of the applicant for funding under any other PCH program.
In the event of an access to information request regarding the present application or any other information about the organization in the Department’s possession, the information provided to the Department will be treated in accordance with the Access to Information Act and the Privacy Act.
How would you like to sign your application?
Please send this form and the documents listed in the appendix to the Program electronically through a secure channel of your choice.
Alternatively, you can submit a paper copy of the application and all required documentation to: 
 
Heritage Policy and Programmes DirectorateCanadian HeritageDesignation of Institutions and Public Authorities Program25 rue Eddy, Gatineau, QC  J8X 4B5 
Prior to submitting a paper copy of the application by mail, please inform the Program by email atdgpindemnisation-dghbindemnification@pch.gc.ca
APPENDIX A: Information on required supporting documents
Item
Description
Interior and exterior photographs
Representative photographs (minimum size 4 x 6 inches, 300 dpi), clearly labelled and identified, of the exterior of each building and of all areas within the building where collections are exhibited, stored, consulted and conserved. Please do not submit architectural renderings.
Floor plans
Complete floor plans for each building, identifying each area where collections are exhibited, stored, consulted and conserved.  Please identify the location of all emergency exits, fire suppression systems and security systems.
Temperature and relative humidity charts
Ambient temperature and relative humidity charts, for a consecutive 
12-month period, in each distinct area or room within each building where collections will be exhibited, stored, consulted and conserved. Please include the following:
monthly charts;  location of the hygrothermograph or sensor(s) in the building;temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) levels clearly identified on the same graph, scaled 1-100% for RH and 0-30ºC for T;anomalies must be identified on the charts and an explanation provided for each.
Security review
A copy or summary of the most recent security review, which includes an assessment of collections security, to demonstrate the degree of security awareness. It should include: a) a list of threats, b) a review of security policies and procedures (e.g. access control, security officer training, background checks, etc.), c) a review of security systems (i.e. intrusion detection, surveillance and access control), and d) a list of identified gaps and action items (preferably prioritized).
Emergency response plan
Plans or procedures to be followed in the event of emergencies (fire, flood or water leaks, etc.). The plan should indicate who in the institution is responsible for managing response and include information on collections salvage and priorities.
Fire safety plan
A detailed document that covers all aspects of fire safety for a specific building or property as required by local fire code.
Fire inspection certificate(s)
Copies of the most recent signed and dated fire inspection certificates for each building where cultural property is exhibited, stored, consulted and conserved.
Security policy and procedures
Policies or procedures in place to protect the public, personnel, the collections and other resources against security breaches. The policy should ensure appropriate security to protect collections in displays, exhibitions, working or storage areas and in transit against theft or damages.
Collections management policy
Collections management policy or documentation which defines how collections are managed, documented, inventoried, monitored, etc.
Care of collection policy
Written collections policy or documentation that addresses the care (storage, conservation, lighting, climate control and monitoring, handling, etc.) and use of collections.
Exhibition/loans policy and agreement
Policy describing the conditions, including the level of care to objects, under which the organization will consent to outgoing and incoming loans  associated with exhibitions or other temporary transfer purposes relevant to  the organization's mandate.  Provide a copy of the organization's loan agreement.
Acquisition policy
The organization’s acquisition policy or documentation that defines the criteria for making acquisitions and the organizational procedures for acquisitions.
Deaccessioning policy
This policy indicates the criteria for deaccessioning cultural property from the organization’s collection and also specifies the title of the individual or body authorized to make that decision.
Examples of object records
Three to five examples of object records from the organization’s collections management system.
Digital preservation policy and/or strategy
For institutions applying for Class 9 (audiovisual materials): A policy that demonstrates their long-term commitment to digital preservation and their approach to digital preservation issues (organizational viability and responsibilities, authenticity, migration, storage, etc.).
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If applying for Designation (Class 9): Not applicable (not applying for Designation Class 9)
If applying for Designation (Class 9): Class 9 Supplementary Evaluation Questions
If applying for Designation (Class 9): Digital preservation policy and/or strategy
1. Organization name
2. Street address
3. City
4. Province/Territory
5. Postal Code (A9A 9A9)
6. Facility name
7. Facility address (street)
8. City
9. Province/Territory
10. Postal Code (A9A 9A9)
11. Language of correspondence:
Language of correspondence: English
Language of correspondence: French
12. First Name
13. Last Name
14. Title
15. Telephone Number (123-456-7890)
16. Extension (optional)
17. Email (yourname@domain.com)
Head of Collections is Same as main contact
18. First Name
19. Last Name
20. Title
21. Telephone Number (123-456-7890)
22. Extension (optional)
23. Email (yourname@domain.com)
Head of Building Management is Same as main contact
24. First Name
25. Last Name
26. Title
27. Telephone Number (123-456-7890)
28. Extension (optional)
29. Email (yourname@domain.com)
Head of Fire Safety is Same as main contact
30. First Name
31. Last Name
32. Title
33. Telephone Number (123-456-7890)
34. Extension (optional)
35. Email (yourname@domain.com)
Head of Security is Same as main contact
36. First Name
37. Last Name
38. Title
39. Telephone Number (123-456-7890)
40. Extension (optional)
41. Email (yourname@domain.com)
42. Type of institution:
Type of institution: Art gallery
Type of institution: History museum
Type of institution: Natural history museum
Type of institution: Science museum
Type of institution: Historic house
Type of institution: Archive
Type of institution: Library
Type of institution: University
Type of institution: Place of worship
Type of institution: Cultural Center
Type of institution: Other
42. Type of institution: Other: (describe):
43. Are you open to the public?
Are you open to the public? With regular operating hours on a year-round basis
Are you open to the public? With regular operating hours on a seasonal basis
Are you open to the public? By appointment only
Are you open to the public? Other
43. Are you open to the public? Other: (describe):
44. Number of employees:
Number of employees: Full time:
Number of employees: Part time:
45. Number of volunteers:
Number of volunteers: Full time:
Number of volunteers: Part time:
46. Who conducts conservation work on artifacts?
Who conducts conservation work on artifacts? No conservation work conducted
Who conducts conservation work on artifacts? Conservator on staff
Who conducts conservation work on artifacts? Contracted conservator
Who conducts conservation work on artifacts? Other
46. Who conducts conservation work on artifacts? Other: (specify):
47. What is the overall configuration of the institution’s facilities?
What is the overall configuration of the institution’s facilities? One building
What is the overall configuration of the institution’s facilities? Connected buildings
What is the overall configuration of the institution’s facilities? Separate buildings
48. What collection-related activities occur in this building?
What collection-related activities occur in this building? Exhibition
What collection-related activities occur in this building? Storage
What collection-related activities occur in this building? Research
What collection-related activities occur in this building? Conservation treatment
49. List all spaces where certified cultural property will be stored, exhibited and consulted in this building, or where indemnified objects will be stored and exhibited in this building.
49. List all spaces:
List all spaces: Exhibition areas:
List all spaces: Collection reading rooms:
List all spaces: Collection storage rooms:
50. When was the building originally constructed? (YYYY):
51. Have there been any major renovations?
Have there been any major renovations? Yes
Have there been any major renovations? No
52. In the table below, list any major renovations, including relevant details (i.e. nature of the renovation, area added if it was an addition)
Nature of the renovation (Row 1)
Year (YYYY) (Row 1)
53. What is the current area occupied by your institution in the building, in square feet or metres?
54. What is the building type?
What is the building type? Purpose-built
What is the building type? Adapted
What is the building type? Shared
What is the building type? Other
54. What is the building type? Other: (specify):
55. What occupants other than your institution share the building?
What occupants other than your institution share the building? None
What occupants other than your institution share the building? Retail
What occupants other than your institution share the building? Offices
What occupants other than your institution share the building? Residential units
What occupants other than your institution share the building? Cultural group
What occupants other than your institution share the building? Educational institution
What occupants other than your institution share the building? Other
55. What occupants other than your institution share the building? Other: (specify):
56. Does your facility have a building-wide backup power system?
Does your facility have a building-wide backup power system? Yes
Does your facility have a building-wide backup power system? No
57. Does this building include any of the following types of spaces?
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Not applicable
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Kitchen (commercial)
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Cafeteria
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Chemical storage room
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Mechanical room
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Electrical room
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Attic
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Crawl space
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Laboratory
Does this building include any of the following types of spaces? Workshop
58. Are collection storage rooms located in another off-site facility?
Are collection storage rooms located in another off-site facility? Yes
Are collection storage rooms located in another off-site facility? No
59. Where is the building located?
Where is the building located? In an urban area
Where is the building located? In a rural environment
Where is the building located? On a university campus
Where is the building located? In a flood-prone area
Where is the building located? In a high-risk seismic zone
60. Does the building have a heritage designation?
Does the building have a heritage designation? Yes
Does the building have a heritage designation? No
61. What type of foundation does the building have?
What type of foundation does the building have? Poured concrete
What type of foundation does the building have? Concrete slab on grade
What type of foundation does the building have? Block
What type of foundation does the building have? Other
61. What type of foundation does the building have? Other: (specify):
62. Is the site graded to provide drainage away from the building?
Is the site graded to provide drainage away from the building? Yes
Is the site graded to provide drainage away from the building? No
63. Has the foundation had any of the following problems?
Has the foundation had any of the following problems? None
Has the foundation had any of the following problems? Cracks
Has the foundation had any of the following problems? Mould
Has the foundation had any of the following problems? Leaking water
Has the foundation had any of the following problems? Efflorescence
Has the foundation had any of the following problems? Other
63. Has the foundation had any of the following problems? Other: (specify):
64. Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building?
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Steel
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Stone
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Concrete
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Brick
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Wood frame
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Mass timber
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Seismically stable
Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Other
64. Which of the following describe(s) the supporting structure of the building? Other: (specify):
65. What material(s) are used in the exterior walls?
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Brick
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Stone
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Stucco
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Concrete
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Metal
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Wood
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Vinyl
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Glass
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Vapour barrier
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Insulation
What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Other
65. What material(s) are used in the exterior walls? Other: (specify):
66. Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems?
Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems? None
Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems? Cracks
Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems? Missing siding
Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems? Damage from pests
Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems? Open joints
Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems? Adjacent vegetation
Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems? Other
66. Have the exterior walls had any of the following problems? Other: (specify):
67. Which of the following describe(s) the windows?
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Single glazed
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Double glazed
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Triple glazed
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Storm windows
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Screens
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Original
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Replacement
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Inoperable
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Operable
Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Other
67. Which of the following describe(s) the windows? Other: (specify):
68. Have the windows had any of the following problems?
Have the windows had any of the following problems? None
Have the windows had any of the following problems? Leak
Have the windows had any of the following problems? Deteriorated sashes or frames
Have the windows had any of the following problems? Broken glazing
Have the windows had any of the following problems? Missing shades or shutters
Have the windows had any of the following problems? Other
68. Have the windows had any of the following problems? Other: (specify):
69. Which of the following describe(s) the roof?
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Flat
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Sloped
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Tar/Stone
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Shingles
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Metal
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Slate
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Membrane
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Insulated
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Vapour barrier
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Mechanical equipment
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Skylight
Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Other
69. Which of the following describe(s) the roof? Other: (specify):
70. Has the roof had any of the following problems?
Has the roof had any of the following problems? None
Has the roof had any of the following problems? Gaps or holes
Has the roof had any of the following problems? Dislodged ridge cap
Has the roof had any of the following problems? Damaged chimney
Has the roof had any of the following problems? Missing shingles
Has the roof had any of the following problems? Open soffit
Has the roof had any of the following problems? Missing chimney caps
Has the roof had any of the following problems? Missing flashing
Has the roof had any of the following problems? Other
70. Has the roof had any of the following problems? Other: (specify):
71. What is the date of last roof repair/replacement? (YYYY-MM-DD)
72. Which of the following describe(s) gutters and downspouts?
Which of the following describe(s) gutters and downspouts? Not applicable
Which of the following describe(s) gutters and downspouts? Gutters regularly cleaned
Which of the following describe(s) gutters and downspouts? Downspout extensions divert water away from foundation
Which of the following describe(s) gutters and downspouts? Downspouts split/broken/missing
73. Do any roof drainpipes pass through collection spaces (i.e. exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)?
Do any roof drainpipes pass through collection spaces (i.e. exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)? Yes
Do any roof drainpipes pass through collection spaces (i.e. exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)? No
74. Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following?
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? None
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Wet basement
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Mould growth
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Electrical breakdown
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Interior structural damage
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Roof leak
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Stained ceiling
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Heating breakdown
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Exterior structural damage
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Plumbing leak
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Stained walls
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Seasonal flooding
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Pest infestation
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Window condensation
Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Other
74. Has the building experienced recurring problems with any of the following? Other: (specify):
75. Does the building have a loading dock?
Does the building have a loading dock? Yes
Does the building have a loading dock? No
76. Which of the following describe(s) the loading dock?
Which of the following describe(s) the loading dock? Enclosed
Which of the following describe(s) the loading dock? Truck curtain
Which of the following describe(s) the loading dock? Dock leveler/Scissor lift
Which of the following describe(s) the loading dock? Canopy
Which of the following describe(s) the loading dock? Other
76. Which of the following describe(s) the loading dock? Other: (describe):
77. What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of?
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Exposed concrete, sealed
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Exposed concrete, unsealed
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Exposed cement block, sealed
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Exposed cement block, unsealed
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Wood
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Lathe & Plaster
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Drywall
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Metal
What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Other
77. What material(s) do the walls in collection spaces consist of? Other: (specify):
78. What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of?
What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of? Concrete, sealed
What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of? Concrete, unsealed
What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of? Carpet
What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of? Hardwood
What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of? Vinyl
What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of? Brick/Stone/Ceramic
What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of? Other
78. What material(s) do the floor surfaces in collection spaces consist of? Other: (specify):
79. What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of?
What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of? Concrete, Sealed
What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of? Concrete, Unsealed
What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of? Drywall
What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of? Acoustic tile
What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of? Wood
What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of? Metal
What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of? Other
79. What material(s) do the ceilings in collection spaces consist of? Other: (specify):
80. Does the building have a heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system?
Does the building have a heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system? Yes
Does the building have a heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system? No
81. Is the building and HVAC system designed for zoned temperature control?
Is the building and HVAC system designed for zoned temperature control? Yes
Is the building and HVAC system designed for zoned temperature control? No
82. Is the building and HVAC system designed for zoned relative humidity control?
Is the building and HVAC system designed for zoned relative humidity control? Yes
Is the building and HVAC system designed for zoned relative humidity control? No
83. In terms of air filtration efficiency, what is the Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) on the final stage filter? (Based on the latest ASHRAE 52.2 standard)
84. How often are the filters changed?
How often are the filters changed? Monthly
How often are the filters changed? Quarterly
How often are the filters changed? Biannually
How often are the filters changed? Annually
85. How is the building heated?
How is the building heated? Forced air furnace
How is the building heated? Hot water radiators
How is the building heated? Electric baseboard heaters
How is the building heated? Other
85. How is the building heated? Other: (specify):
86. How is the building cooled?
How is the building cooled? Central air conditioning unit
How is the building cooled? Window air conditioners
How is the building cooled? Fans
How is the building cooled? Other
86. How is the building cooled? Other: (specify):
87. Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building?
Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building? None
Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building? Fans
Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building? Heaters
Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building? Air conditioners
Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building? Humidifiers
Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building? Dehumidifiers
Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building? Other
87. Which of the following portable equipment is used in the building? Other: (specify):
88. How often are the heating, cooling, and humidity control systems serviced?
How often are the heating, cooling, and humidity control systems serviced? Quarterly
How often are the heating, cooling, and humidity control systems serviced? Biannually
How often are the heating, cooling, and humidity control systems serviced? Annually
How often are the heating, cooling, and humidity control systems serviced? Other
88. How often are the heating, cooling, and humidity control systems serviced? Other: (specify):
89. Are temperature and relative humidity levels monitored continuously in all collection spaces (i.e. exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)?
Are temperature and relative humidity levels monitored continuously in all collection spaces (i.e. exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)? Yes
Are temperature and relative humidity levels monitored continuously in all collection spaces (i.e. exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)? No
90. How often is data reviewed for anomalies?
How often is data reviewed for anomalies? Daily
How often is data reviewed for anomalies? Weekly
How often is data reviewed for anomalies? Monthly
How often is data reviewed for anomalies? Quarterly/seasonally
How often is data reviewed for anomalies? Other
90. How often is data reviewed for anomalies? Other: (specify):
91. What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building?
What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building? Hygrothermographs
What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building? Data loggers
What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building? Electronic hygrometer
What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building? Motor-driven psychrometer
What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building? Building management system with sensors in return air ducts
What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building? Building management system with sensors within spaces
What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building? Other
91. What equipment is used to monitor the temperature and relative humidity levels in the building? Other: (specify):
92. How often are the instruments/equipment calibrated?
How often are the instruments/equipment calibrated? Quarterly
How often are the instruments/equipment calibrated? Biannually
How often are the instruments/equipment calibrated? Annually
How often are the instruments/equipment calibrated? Other
92. How often are the instruments/equipment calibrated? Other: (specify):
93. How often are the hygrothermographs rejuvenated?
How often are the hygrothermographs rejuvenated? Quarterly
How often are the hygrothermographs rejuvenated? Biannually
How often are the hygrothermographs rejuvenated? Annually
How often are the hygrothermographs rejuvenated? Other
93. How often are the hygrothermographs rejuvenated? Other: (specify):
94. How combustible is the building?
How combustible is the building? Non-combustible
How combustible is the building? Fire resistive
How combustible is the building? Highly combustible
95. Was the building designed with fire walls, barriers, stops and separations?
Was the building designed with fire walls, barriers, stops and separations? Yes
Was the building designed with fire walls, barriers, stops and separations? No
Was the building designed with fire walls, barriers, stops and separations? Unknown
96. Are openings in fire-rated walls and ceilings sealed with approved, fire-rated materials?
Are openings in fire-rated walls and ceilings sealed with approved, fire-rated materials? Yes
Are openings in fire-rated walls and ceilings sealed with approved, fire-rated materials? No
Are openings in fire-rated walls and ceilings sealed with approved, fire-rated materials? Unknown
97. Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes?
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Permanent exhibition areas: Yes
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Permanent exhibition areas: No
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Permanent exhibition areas: Not applicable
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Temporary exhibition areas: Yes
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Temporary exhibition areas: No
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Temporary exhibition areas: Not applicable
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Collection reading rooms: Yes
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Collection reading rooms: No
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Collection reading rooms: Not applicable
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Collection storage rooms: Yes
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Collection storage rooms: No
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Collection storage rooms: Not applicable
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Furnace room: Yes
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Furnace room: No
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Furnace room: Not applicable
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Mechanical room: Yes
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Mechanical room: No
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Mechanical room: Not applicable
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Electrical room: Yes
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Electrical room: No
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Electrical room: Not applicable
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Workshops/laboratories: Yes
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Workshops/laboratories: No
Are the following rooms fire-rated for at least 60 minutes? Workshops/laboratories: Not applicable
98. Are staircases fully enclosed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke between floors?
Are staircases fully enclosed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke between floors? Yes
Are staircases fully enclosed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke between floors? No
Are staircases fully enclosed to prevent the spread of fire and smoke between floors? Not applicable
99. Do the air circulation systems shut down automatically when smoke or fire is detected?
Do the air circulation systems shut down automatically when smoke or fire is detected? Yes
Do the air circulation systems shut down automatically when smoke or fire is detected? No
Do the air circulation systems shut down automatically when smoke or fire is detected? Not applicable
100. Are any fire doors propped open on a regular basis?
Are any fire doors propped open on a regular basis? Yes, with a ULC listed door holding device
Are any fire doors propped open on a regular basis? Yes, but without a ULC listed door holding device
Are any fire doors propped open on a regular basis? No, fire doors are always kept closed
101. Is a fire alarm system installed throughout the building?
Is a fire alarm system installed throughout the building? Yes
Is a fire alarm system installed throughout the building? No
102. Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building:
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building: Smoke Detectors
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building: Fire Extinguishers
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building: Heat Detectors
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building: Sprinkler System
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building: Annunciator Panel
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building: Pull Stations
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building: Single Stage Alarm
Indicate what system elements are applicable to your building: Two Stage Alarm
103. Is the fire alarm system monitored on a full-time basis?
Is the fire alarm system monitored on a full-time basis? Yes
Is the fire alarm system monitored on a full-time basis? No
104. Identify the communication structure supporting the fire system:
Identify the communication structure supporting the fire system: None
Identify the communication structure supporting the fire system: Dedicated analog phone line
Identify the communication structure supporting the fire system: Cellular
Identify the communication structure supporting the fire system: Network
Identify the communication structure supporting the fire system: Combination
105. Is the fire alarm system ULC Listed and installed in accordance with approved standards?
Is the fire alarm system ULC Listed and installed in accordance with approved standards? Yes
Is the fire alarm system ULC Listed and installed in accordance with approved standards? No
106. Does the fire alarm system operate on standby power during a power failure?
Does the fire alarm system operate on standby power during a power failure? Yes
Does the fire alarm system operate on standby power during a power failure? No
107. Is the fire alarm system separately zoned for collection spaces (exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)?
Is the fire alarm system separately zoned for collection spaces (exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)? Yes
Is the fire alarm system separately zoned for collection spaces (exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms)? No
108. Who inspects the fire alarm system?
Who inspects the fire alarm system? Not applicable
Who inspects the fire alarm system? Staff
Who inspects the fire alarm system? Security personnel
Who inspects the fire alarm system? Fire alarm technician
Who inspects the fire alarm system? Other
108. Who inspects the fire alarm system? Other: (specify):
109. How regularly is the fire alarm system regularly inspected?
How regularly is the fire alarm system regularly inspected? Never
How regularly is the fire alarm system regularly inspected? Weekly
How regularly is the fire alarm system regularly inspected? Monthly
How regularly is the fire alarm system regularly inspected? Annually
How regularly is the fire alarm system regularly inspected? Other
109. How regularly is the fire alarm system regularly inspected? Other: (specify):
110. What are the dates of the last two (2) inspections?
110. What are the dates of the last two (2) inspections? Most recent inspection (YYYY-MM-DD)
110. What are the dates of the last two (2) inspections? Second most recent inspection (YYYY-MM-DD)
111.
111. Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected?
Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected? Yes
Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected? No
111. Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected? If No, list outstanding deficiencies:
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces?
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: Not applicable
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Ventilation system: Smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Ventilation system: Aspirated smoke
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Ventilation system: Heat
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Ventilation system: None
112. What types of fire detection devices are in each of the following spaces? Ventilation system: Not applicable
113. What type of local fire service do you have?
What type of local fire service do you have? None
What type of local fire service do you have? Professional
What type of local fire service do you have? Volunteer
What type of local fire service do you have? Private
What type of local fire service do you have? Other
113. What type of local fire service do you have? Other: (specify):
114. What is the average fire service response time, in minutes?
115. Do fire services vehicles have access to at least two sides of the building?
Do fire services vehicles have access to at least two sides of the building? Yes
Do fire services vehicles have access to at least two sides of the building? No
116. What is the source of the water supply?
What is the source of the water supply? Municipal
What is the source of the water supply? Fixed storage tanks
What is the source of the water supply? Other
116. What is the source of the water supply? Other: (describe):
117. Who owns the fire hydrants?
Who owns the fire hydrants? Not applicable
Who owns the fire hydrants? Municipality
Who owns the fire hydrants? Privately owned
Who owns the fire hydrants? Other
117. Who owns the fire hydrants? Other: (describe):
118. Are exterior fire department hose (Siamese) connections provided?
Are exterior fire department hose (Siamese) connections provided? Yes
Are exterior fire department hose (Siamese) connections provided? No
119. Are the connection covers in place?
Are the connection covers in place? Yes
Are the connection covers in place? No
120. Are extinguishers mounted on approved brackets?
Are extinguishers mounted on approved brackets? Yes
Are extinguishers mounted on approved brackets? No
121. Are extinguishers easily visible and accessible?
Are extinguishers easily visible and accessible? Yes
Are extinguishers easily visible and accessible? No
122. Are extinguishers maintained annually?
Are extinguishers maintained annually? Yes
Are extinguishers maintained annually? No
123. When was the last inspection conducted? (YYYY-MM-DD)
124. Are fire extinguishers visually inspected monthly, in addition to annual maintenance?
Are fire extinguishers visually inspected monthly, in addition to annual maintenance? Yes
Are fire extinguishers visually inspected monthly, in addition to annual maintenance? No
125. How many staff members are trained to use the extinguishers?
126. How often are staff members trained to use extinguishers?
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces?
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection storage rooms: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Permanent exhibition areas: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Temporary exhibition areas: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Collection reading rooms: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Common areas and offices: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? General storage spaces: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Workshop and laboratories: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Chemical storage rooms: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Mechanical rooms: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Electrical rooms: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Loading dock: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Evacuation routes: Not applicable
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: Water
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: ABC Multi-purpose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: BC
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: CO2
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: Fire Department Hose
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: Other
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: None
127. What type(s) of portable fire extinguishers are in each of the following spaces? Attic and crawlspaces: Not applicable
128. Is an automatic fire suppression system installed?
Is an automatic fire suppression system installed? Yes
Is an automatic fire suppression system installed? No
129. When was the automatic fire suppression system installed? (YYYY-MM-DD)
130. Where is the automatic fire suppression system installed?
Where is the automatic fire suppression system installed? Throughout the facility
Where is the automatic fire suppression system installed? In parts of the facility
131. Is the automatic fire suppression system designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 13?
Is the automatic fire suppression system designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 13? Yes
Is the automatic fire suppression system designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 13? No
132. Is the automatic fire suppression system monitored on a full-time basis?
Is the automatic fire suppression system monitored on a full-time basis? Yes
Is the automatic fire suppression system monitored on a full-time basis? No
133. Is the monitoring line supervised for breaks, faults, and grounds?
Is the monitoring line supervised for breaks, faults, and grounds? Yes
Is the monitoring line supervised for breaks, faults, and grounds? No
134. Is the automatic fire suppression system inspected and tested annually by certified personnel?
Is the automatic fire suppression system inspected and tested annually by certified personnel? Yes
Is the automatic fire suppression system inspected and tested annually by certified personnel? No
135.
135. Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected?
Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected? Yes
Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected? No
135. Since the last inspection, have all identified deficiencies been corrected? If No, list outstanding deficiencies:
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space?
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection storage rooms: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection storage rooms: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection storage rooms: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection storage rooms: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection storage rooms: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection storage rooms: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection storage rooms: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Permanent exhibition areas: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Permanent exhibition areas: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Permanent exhibition areas: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Permanent exhibition areas: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Permanent exhibition areas: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Permanent exhibition areas: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Permanent exhibition areas: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Temporary exhibition areas: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Temporary exhibition areas: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Temporary exhibition areas: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Temporary exhibition areas: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Temporary exhibition areas: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Temporary exhibition areas: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Temporary exhibition areas: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection reading rooms: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection reading rooms: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection reading rooms: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection reading rooms: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection reading rooms: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection reading rooms: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Collection reading rooms: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Common areas and offices: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Common areas and offices: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Common areas and offices: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Common areas and offices: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Common areas and offices: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Common areas and offices: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Common areas and offices: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? General storage spaces: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? General storage spaces: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? General storage spaces: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? General storage spaces: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? General storage spaces: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? General storage spaces: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? General storage spaces: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Cafeteria, restaurant, or kitchen: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Workshop and laboratories: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Workshop and laboratories: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Workshop and laboratories: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Workshop and laboratories: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Workshop and laboratories: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Workshop and laboratories: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Workshop and laboratories: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Chemical storage rooms: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Chemical storage rooms: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Chemical storage rooms: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Chemical storage rooms: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Chemical storage rooms: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Chemical storage rooms: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Chemical storage rooms: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Mechanical rooms: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Mechanical rooms: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Mechanical rooms: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Mechanical rooms: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Mechanical rooms: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Mechanical rooms: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Mechanical rooms: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Electrical rooms: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Electrical rooms: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Electrical rooms: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Electrical rooms: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Electrical rooms: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Electrical rooms: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Electrical rooms: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Loading dock: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Loading dock: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Loading dock: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Loading dock: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Loading dock: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Loading dock: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Loading dock: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Evacuation routes: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Evacuation routes: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Evacuation routes: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Evacuation routes: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Evacuation routes: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Evacuation routes: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Evacuation routes: Not applicable
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Attic and crawlspaces: Wet Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Attic and crawlspaces: Dry Pipe
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Attic and crawlspaces: Pre-Action
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Attic and crawlspaces: Water Mist
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Attic and crawlspaces: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Attic and crawlspaces: None
136. What type of automatic fire suppression system is in each space? Attic and crawlspaces: Not applicable
137. Does the institution have an emergency response plan in place?
Does the institution have an emergency response plan in place? Yes
Does the institution have an emergency response plan in place? No
138. Are staff members trained in fire prevention methods?
Are staff members trained in fire prevention methods? Yes
Are staff members trained in fire prevention methods? No
139. Are staff members trained in collections salvage operations?
Are staff members trained in collections salvage operations? Yes
Are staff members trained in collections salvage operations? No
140. How often do staff members conduct fire safety inspections?
How often do staff members conduct fire safety inspections? No inspections
How often do staff members conduct fire safety inspections? Monthly
How often do staff members conduct fire safety inspections? Biannually
How often do staff members conduct fire safety inspections? Annually
How often do staff members conduct fire safety inspections? Other
140. How often do staff members conduct fire safety inspections? Other: (specify):
141. What is the title of the staff member who conducts the fire safety inspections?
142. Are the inspections conducted using a checklist?
Are the inspections conducted using a checklist? Yes
Are the inspections conducted using a checklist? No
Are the inspections conducted using a checklist? Not applicable
143. Within how many months are deficiencies corrected?
Within how many months are deficiencies corrected? 1 to 6 months
Within how many months are deficiencies corrected? 7 to 12 months
Within how many months are deficiencies corrected? Other
143. Within how many months are deficiencies corrected? Other: (specify):
144. How often are meetings held to discuss fire safety?
How often are meetings held to discuss fire safety? Monthly
How often are meetings held to discuss fire safety? Quarterly
How often are meetings held to discuss fire safety? Biannually
How often are meetings held to discuss fire safety? Annually
How often are meetings held to discuss fire safety? Other
144. How often are meetings held to discuss fire safety? Other: (specify):
145. How often does the fire department conduct formal site visits?
How often does the fire department conduct formal site visits? No tours
How often does the fire department conduct formal site visits? Annually
How often does the fire department conduct formal site visits? Every 2 years
How often does the fire department conduct formal site visits? Other
145. How often does the fire department conduct formal site visits? Other: (specify):
146. Has the wiring in the building been inspected by an electrician within the last 10 years?
Has the wiring in the building been inspected by an electrician within the last 10 years? Yes
Has the wiring in the building been inspected by an electrician within the last 10 years? No
147. Has there been a fire in the building within the last five years?
Has there been a fire in the building within the last five years? Yes
Has there been a fire in the building within the last five years? No
147. Has there been a fire in the building within the last five years? If Yes, provide further details:
148. Is the building kept free of clutter?
Is the building kept free of clutter? Yes
Is the building kept free of clutter? No
149. Are combustible and flammable liquids kept inside the building?
Are combustible and flammable liquids kept inside the building? Yes
Are combustible and flammable liquids kept inside the building? No
150. Are safety measures in place for their storage, handling and disposal?
Are safety measures in place for their storage, handling and disposal? Yes
Are safety measures in place for their storage, handling and disposal? No
151. Are areas holding flammable liquids protected by an automatic fire suppression system?
Are areas holding flammable liquids protected by an automatic fire suppression system? Yes
Are areas holding flammable liquids protected by an automatic fire suppression system? No
152. Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building?
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? Open flames are not permitted
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? Candles
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? Chafing dishes
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? Fireplaces
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? In collection spaces (exhibition, reading)
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? In other public spaces
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? In laboratories
Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? In other spaces
152. Which of the following describe(s) open flames permitted inside the building? In other spaces: (specify):
153. Are hot work permits required when hot work (e.g., welding, soldering) will be done for repairs, renovation or construction?
Are hot work permits required when hot work (e.g., welding, soldering) will be done for repairs, renovation or construction? Yes
Are hot work permits required when hot work (e.g., welding, soldering) will be done for repairs, renovation or construction? No
154. If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored?
If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored? Not applicable
If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored? Fire proof cabinet
If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored? Vented cabinet
If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored? Subzero (-20 to 0 Degrees Celsius)
If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored? Cold (0 to 8 Degrees Celsius)
If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored? Cool (8 to 16 Degrees Celsius)
If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored? Other
154. If cellulose nitrate film is present, how is it stored? Other: (specify):
155. Is there a staff member designated for building security?
Is there a staff member designated for building security? Yes
Is there a staff member designated for building security? No
156. Who is on your security team?
Who is on your security team? Staff
Who is on your security team? Volunteers
Who is on your security team? Interns
Who is on your security team? Third-party private security
Who is on your security team? Campus security
Who is on your security team? Other
156. Who is on your security team? Other: (specify):
157. How many people are on your security team?
158. How often does your security team meet?
How often does your security team meet? Weekly
How often does your security team meet? Bi-weekly
How often does your security team meet? Monthly
How often does your security team meet? Other
158. How often does your security team meet? Other: (specify):
159.
159. Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building during operational hours?
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building during operational hours? No access control for staff during operational hours
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building during operational hours? Card access
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building during operational hours? Keys
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building during operational hours? Security desk (sign in and out)
160.
160. Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building after operational hours?
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building after operational hours? After-hours access is not permitted
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building after operational hours? Card access
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building after operational hours? Keys
Which of the following describe(s) access controls for staff to access the building after operational hours? Security desk (sign in and out)
161. How are employees with unaccompanied access to the collection (including volunteers and contractors) screened or vetted?
How are employees with unaccompanied access to the collection (including volunteers and contractors) screened or vetted? No check
How are employees with unaccompanied access to the collection (including volunteers and contractors) screened or vetted? Police check on hire
How are employees with unaccompanied access to the collection (including volunteers and contractors) screened or vetted? Reference check on hire
How are employees with unaccompanied access to the collection (including volunteers and contractors) screened or vetted? Other
161. How are employees with unaccompanied access to the collection (including volunteers and contractors) screened or vetted? Other: (specify):
162. Which of the following describe(s) how the security team is deployed?
Which of the following describe(s) how the security team is deployed? None of these options
Which of the following describe(s) how the security team is deployed? Stationed near main entrance at all times during public hours
Which of the following describe(s) how the security team is deployed? Posted in exhibition galleries
Which of the following describe(s) how the security team is deployed? Patrolling exhibition galleries
163. Referring to the definition above, are security guards used to provide security for your building?
Referring to the definition above, are security guards used to provide security for your building? Yes
Referring to the definition above, are security guards used to provide security for your building? No
164. When are guards present on site?
When are guards present on site? When the building is open to the public
When are guards present on site? When the building is closed to the public
When are guards present on site? At all times (24/7)
When are guards present on site? Other
164. When are guards present on site? Other: (specify):
165. Are the guards licensed?
Are the guards licensed? Yes
Are the guards licensed? No
166. How many guards are assigned to the building at peak hours?
167. How are the guards deployed?
How are the guards deployed? Posted at security desk or office
How are the guards deployed? Posted at main entrance
How are the guards deployed? Posted in each exhibit gallery
How are the guards deployed? Patrol exhibition galleries
How are the guards deployed? Patrol building interior
How are the guards deployed? Patrol building exterior
How are the guards deployed? Other
167. How are the guards deployed? Other: (specify):
168. How are the guards trained?
How are the guards trained? Internally
How are the guards trained? By third-party employer
169. How often are the guards trained?
How often are the guards trained? On hiring
How often are the guards trained? Annually
How often are the guards trained? Other
169. How often are the guards trained? Other: (specify):
170. Are the guards equipped with radios?
Are the guards equipped with radios? Yes
Are the guards equipped with radios? No
171. Which of the following actions or incidents have occurred in the last three (3) years?
Which of the following actions or incidents have occurred in the last three (3) years? None
Which of the following actions or incidents have occurred in the last three (3) years? Security system upgrade
Which of the following actions or incidents have occurred in the last three (3) years? Security incidents
Which of the following actions or incidents have occurred in the last three (3) years? Security system malfunction
Which of the following actions or incidents have occurred in the last three (3) years? Response to an emergency
Which of the following actions or incidents have occurred in the last three (3) years? Insurance claim (fire, theft, damage)
172. Provide further details about incidents:
Incidents (Row 1)
Date (YYYY-MM-DD) (Row 1)
Location in the facility: collection spaces (exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms) or adjacent areas (Row 1)
Were collections affected? (Row 1)
Description of corrective measures taken (Row 1)
173. When was the last security review conducted of the building (including exhibition areas, storage rooms, reading rooms) and site? (YYYY-MM-DD)
174. Who conducted the review?
Who conducted the review? Internal staff
Who conducted the review? External security consultant
Who conducted the review? Other
174. Who conducted the review? Other: (specify):
175. Which of the following aspects were included in the security review?
Which of the following aspects were included in the security review? Threats
Which of the following aspects were included in the security review? Security policies and procedures (e.g. access control, security officer training, background checks, etc.)
Which of the following aspects were included in the security review? Security systems (i.e. intrusion detection, surveillance and access control)
Which of the following aspects were included in the security review? Identified gaps and action items
Which of the following aspects were included in the security review? Crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED)
Which of the following aspects were included in the security review? Other
175. Which of the following aspects were included in the security review? Other: (specify):
176. Were the changes and recommendations in the security review fully implemented?
Were the changes and recommendations in the security review fully implemented? Yes
Were the changes and recommendations in the security review fully implemented? No
176. Were the changes and recommendations in the security review fully implemented? If No, provide details on outstanding issues related to the protection of collections:
177. Is the landscaping on site designed to maintain lines of sight?
Is the landscaping on site designed to maintain lines of sight? Yes
Is the landscaping on site designed to maintain lines of sight? No
Is the landscaping on site designed to maintain lines of sight? Not applicable
178. Are the trees, shrubs and foliage cut back from the building?
Are the trees, shrubs and foliage cut back from the building? Yes
Are the trees, shrubs and foliage cut back from the building? No
Are the trees, shrubs and foliage cut back from the building? Not applicable
179. Are non-emergency exterior doors kept locked when not in use?
Are non-emergency exterior doors kept locked when not in use? Yes
Are non-emergency exterior doors kept locked when not in use? No
Are non-emergency exterior doors kept locked when not in use? Not applicable
180. Are hinges for exterior doors designed so that the pins cannot be removed?
Are hinges for exterior doors designed so that the pins cannot be removed? Yes
Are hinges for exterior doors designed so that the pins cannot be removed? No
181. From the ground level, is the roof accessible from the exterior?
From the ground level, is the roof accessible from the exterior? Yes
From the ground level, is the roof accessible from the exterior? No
182. Indicate how the roof is accessible from the ground level from the exterior:
Indicate how the roof is accessible from the ground level from the exterior: By a fire escape
Indicate how the roof is accessible from the ground level from the exterior: By trees or hydro poles
Indicate how the roof is accessible from the ground level from the exterior: By permanent ladder
Indicate how the roof is accessible from the ground level from the exterior: Other
182. Indicate how the roof is accessible from the ground level from the exterior: Other: (specify):
183. Which of the following describe(s) skylights in your building?
Which of the following describe(s) skylights in your building? No skylights
Which of the following describe(s) skylights in your building? Connected to alarm system and monitored
Which of the following describe(s) skylights in your building? With security bars
Which of the following describe(s) skylights in your building? Other
183. Which of the following describe(s) skylights in your building? Other: (specify):
184. Which of the following describe(s) roof hatches in your building?
Which of the following describe(s) roof hatches in your building? No roof hatches
Which of the following describe(s) roof hatches in your building? Connected to alarm system and monitored
Which of the following describe(s) roof hatches in your building? With padlock
Which of the following describe(s) roof hatches in your building? Other
184. Which of the following describe(s) roof hatches in your building? Other: (specify):
185. Are the exterior lights vandal resistant?
Are the exterior lights vandal resistant? Yes
Are the exterior lights vandal resistant? No
186. Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated:
Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated: Main access points
Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated: Parking lot
Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated: Pedestrian walkways
Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated: Loading dock area
Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated: Façade
Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated: Other
186. Please indicate the areas that are adequately illuminated: Other: (specify):
187. Are there any air ducts or vents larger than 25cm x 25cm located at ground level?
Are there any air ducts or vents larger than 25cm x 25cm located at ground level? Yes
Are there any air ducts or vents larger than 25cm x 25cm located at ground level? No
188. If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected?
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? No protection
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? Monitored by alarm system
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? Manually secured (locks/bars)
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? Other
188. If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? Other: (specify):
189. Are there any air ducts or vents larger than 25cm x 25cm located on the roof?
Are there any air ducts or vents larger than 25cm x 25cm located on the roof? Yes
Are there any air ducts or vents larger than 25cm x 25cm located on the roof? No
190. If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected?
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? No protection
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? Monitored by alarm system
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? Manually secured (locks/bars)
If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? Other
190. If Yes, how are these ducts and/or vents secured or protected? Other: (specify):
191. How many doors are on the ground level?
192. How many windows are on the ground level?
193. How are the ground-floor-accessible windows secured?
How are the ground-floor-accessible windows secured? Functional locks
How are the ground-floor-accessible windows secured? Security film/laminate
How are the ground-floor-accessible windows secured? Glass-break sensors
How are the ground-floor-accessible windows secured? Shock sensors
How are the ground-floor-accessible windows secured? Other
193. How are the ground-floor-accessible windows secured? Other: (specify):
194. Is there a key control system in place?
Is there a key control system in place? Yes
Is there a key control system in place? No
195. Are all master and sub-master keys secured when not in use/assigned?
Are all master and sub-master keys secured when not in use/assigned? Yes
Are all master and sub-master keys secured when not in use/assigned? No
196. Who is responsible for managing the keys?
Who is responsible for managing the keys? Building management
Who is responsible for managing the keys? Security
Who is responsible for managing the keys? Other
196. Who is responsible for managing the keys? Other: (specify):
197. Is there a process to account for and/or retrieve all building keys for staff that are terminated, resign or retire?
Is there a process to account for and/or retrieve all building keys for staff that are terminated, resign or retire? Yes
Is there a process to account for and/or retrieve all building keys for staff that are terminated, resign or retire? No
Is there a process to account for and/or retrieve all building keys for staff that are terminated, resign or retire? Not applicable
198. Are collection storage rooms keyed separately from other locks?
Are collection storage rooms keyed separately from other locks? Yes
Are collection storage rooms keyed separately from other locks? No
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building?
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exterior doors: Key-in-knob lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exterior doors: Keyed deadbolt
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exterior doors: Keypad lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exterior doors: Electronic lock (card/fob activated)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exterior doors: Electro-magnetic lock (maglock)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exterior doors: None
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exterior doors: Not applicable
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Non-emergency exterior doors: Key-in-knob lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Non-emergency exterior doors: Keyed deadbolt
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Non-emergency exterior doors: Keypad lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Non-emergency exterior doors: Electronic lock (card/fob activated)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Non-emergency exterior doors: Electro-magnetic lock (maglock)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Non-emergency exterior doors: None
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Non-emergency exterior doors: Not applicable
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection storage rooms: Key-in-knob lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection storage rooms: Keyed deadbolt
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection storage rooms: Keypad lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection storage rooms: Electronic lock (card/fob activated)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection storage rooms: Electro-magnetic lock (maglock)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection storage rooms: None
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection storage rooms: Not applicable
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exhibition areas: Key-in-knob lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exhibition areas: Keyed deadbolt
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exhibition areas: Keypad lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exhibition areas: Electronic lock (card/fob activated)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exhibition areas: Electro-magnetic lock (maglock)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exhibition areas: None
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Exhibition areas: Not applicable
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection reading rooms: Key-in-knob lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection reading rooms: Keyed deadbolt
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection reading rooms: Keypad lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection reading rooms: Electronic lock (card/fob activated)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection reading rooms: Electro-magnetic lock (maglock)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection reading rooms: None
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection reading rooms: Not applicable
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection support spaces: Key-in-knob lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection support spaces: Keyed deadbolt
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection support spaces: Keypad lock
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection support spaces: Electronic lock (card/fob activated)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection support spaces: Electro-magnetic lock (maglock)
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection support spaces: None
199. What type of door locking devices are used in the following locations of the building? Collection support spaces: Not applicable
200. Are any doors equipped with electro-magnetic locks integrated into the fire alarm system?
Are any doors equipped with electro-magnetic locks integrated into the fire alarm system? Yes
Are any doors equipped with electro-magnetic locks integrated into the fire alarm system? No
Are any doors equipped with electro-magnetic locks integrated into the fire alarm system? Not applicable
201. How often are locks changed on building exterior and collection storage room doors?
How often are locks changed on building exterior and collection storage room doors? Never
How often are locks changed on building exterior and collection storage room doors? As required/when compromised
How often are locks changed on building exterior and collection storage room doors? At least every 7 years
How often are locks changed on building exterior and collection storage room doors? Other
201. How often are locks changed on building exterior and collection storage room doors? Other: (specify):
202. Is there an automated ACS installed in the building?
Is there an automated ACS installed in the building? Yes
Is there an automated ACS installed in the building? No
203. Is the ACS continuously monitored?
Is the ACS continuously monitored? Yes
Is the ACS continuously monitored? No
204. Is there a process to ensure that all terminated, resigned or retired staff members return their building access cards?
Is there a process to ensure that all terminated, resigned or retired staff members return their building access cards? Yes
Is there a process to ensure that all terminated, resigned or retired staff members return their building access cards? No
Is there a process to ensure that all terminated, resigned or retired staff members return their building access cards? Not applicable
205. Is there an intercom system installed?
Is there an intercom system installed? Yes
Is there an intercom system installed? No
206. Indicate the type of system:
Indicate the type of system: Voice only
Indicate the type of system: Voice and video
207. Can you remotely release an exterior door through the intercom system?
Can you remotely release an exterior door through the intercom system? Yes
Can you remotely release an exterior door through the intercom system? No
208. What are the locations of the intercom system?
What are the locations of the intercom system? Main entry
What are the locations of the intercom system? Employee entry
What are the locations of the intercom system? Loading dock
What are the locations of the intercom system? Other
208. What are the locations of the intercom system? Other: (specify):
209. Is there an intrusion alarm system installed for the building?
Is there an intrusion alarm system installed for the building? Yes
Is there an intrusion alarm system installed for the building? No
210. When was your intrusion alarm system last upgraded? (YYYY-MM-DD)
211. How is your intrusion alarm system monitored?
How is your intrusion alarm system monitored? Not monitored
How is your intrusion alarm system monitored? Internal security office
How is your intrusion alarm system monitored? Third-party monitoring service
212. Does the system monitor for communication failures?
Does the system monitor for communication failures? Yes
Does the system monitor for communication failures? No
213. In case of an alarm, who is the first responder?
In case of an alarm, who is the first responder? In-house security personnel
In case of an alarm, who is the first responder? Campus security
In case of an alarm, who is the first responder? Other
213. In case of an alarm, who is the first responder? Other: (specify):
214. What is the average response time, in minutes?
What is the average response time, in minutes? Less than 5
What is the average response time, in minutes? 5 to 10
What is the average response time, in minutes? Longer
215. How often is your intrusion alarm system tested?
How often is your intrusion alarm system tested? Not tested
How often is your intrusion alarm system tested? Weekly
How often is your intrusion alarm system tested? Bi-annually
How often is your intrusion alarm system tested? Annually
216. Who tests your intrusion alarm system?
Who tests your intrusion alarm system? In-house personnel
Who tests your intrusion alarm system? Security company
217. Does your intrusion alarm system have a back-up power supply/uninterruptible power supply (UPS)?
Does your intrusion alarm system have a back-up power supply/uninterruptible power supply (UPS)? Yes
Does your intrusion alarm system have a back-up power supply/uninterruptible power supply (UPS)? No
218. Are security systems on a dedicated local area network (LAN)?
Are security systems on a dedicated local area network (LAN)? Yes
Are security systems on a dedicated local area network (LAN)? No
219. Have all terminated, resigned or retired staff had their user codes for the intrusion alarm system de-programmed?
Have all terminated, resigned or retired staff had their user codes for the intrusion alarm system de-programmed? Yes
Have all terminated, resigned or retired staff had their user codes for the intrusion alarm system de-programmed? No
220. Which devices are present in the following locations?
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Building perimeter: Door contacts
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Building perimeter: Motion detectors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Building perimeter: CCTV cameras
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Building perimeter: Glass break sensors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Building perimeter: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Building perimeter: None
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Building perimeter: Not applicable
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Permanent exhibition areas: Door contacts
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Permanent exhibition areas: Motion detectors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Permanent exhibition areas: CCTV cameras
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Permanent exhibition areas: Glass break sensors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Permanent exhibition areas: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Permanent exhibition areas: None
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Permanent exhibition areas: Not applicable
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Temporary exhibition areas: Door contacts
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Temporary exhibition areas: Motion detectors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Temporary exhibition areas: CCTV cameras
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Temporary exhibition areas: Glass break sensors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Temporary exhibition areas: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Temporary exhibition areas: None
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Temporary exhibition areas: Not applicable
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection reading rooms: Door contacts
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection reading rooms: Motion detectors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection reading rooms: CCTV cameras
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection reading rooms: Glass break sensors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection reading rooms: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection reading rooms: None
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection reading rooms: Not applicable
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection storage rooms: Door contacts
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection storage rooms: Motion detectors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection storage rooms: CCTV cameras
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection storage rooms: Glass break sensors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection storage rooms: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection storage rooms: None
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection storage rooms: Not applicable
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection support spaces: Door contacts
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection support spaces: Motion detectors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection support spaces: CCTV cameras
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection support spaces: Glass break sensors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection support spaces: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection support spaces: None
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Collection support spaces: Not applicable
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Loading dock: Door contacts
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Loading dock: Motion detectors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Loading dock: CCTV cameras
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Loading dock: Glass break sensors
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Loading dock: Other (If checked, provide details in Part 8 Comments)
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Loading dock: None
220. Which devices are present in the following locations? Loading dock: Not applicable
221. Is there a CCTV system installed?
Is there a CCTV system installed? Yes
Is there a CCTV system installed? No
222. Which of the following describe(s) the monitoring of the CCTV system?
Which of the following describe(s) the monitoring of the CCTV system? Not monitored
Which of the following describe(s) the monitoring of the CCTV system? Monitored by onsite security personnel
Which of the following describe(s) the monitoring of the CCTV system? Monitored by staff
Which of the following describe(s) the monitoring of the CCTV system? Monitored by other
222. Which of the following describe(s) the monitoring of the CCTV system? Monitored by other: (specify):
223. How does the CCTV camera system record?
How does the CCTV camera system record? Not recorded
How does the CCTV camera system record? Continuously
How does the CCTV camera system record? On motion or alarm activation
How does the CCTV camera system record? On schedule
How does the CCTV camera system record? Other
223. How does the CCTV camera system record? Other: (specify):
224. What is the video retention period?
What is the video retention period? 2 weeks
What is the video retention period? 30 days
What is the video retention period? Other
224. What is the video retention period? Other: (specify):
225. Are all exterior entry/exit points to the building captured by CCTV cameras?
Are all exterior entry/exit points to the building captured by CCTV cameras? Yes
Are all exterior entry/exit points to the building captured by CCTV cameras? No
226. Are CCTV cameras and lighting configured to optimize footage quality?
Are CCTV cameras and lighting configured to optimize footage quality? Yes
Are CCTV cameras and lighting configured to optimize footage quality? No
227. Indicate the location(s) where security devices can be controlled independently of the rest of the building:
Indicate the location(s) where security devices can be controlled independently of the rest of the building: None
Indicate the location(s) where security devices can be controlled independently of the rest of the building: Permanent exhibition areas
Indicate the location(s) where security devices can be controlled independently of the rest of the building: Temporary exhibition areas
228. Are security devices adjusted after each exhibition set-up?
Are security devices adjusted after each exhibition set-up? Yes
Are security devices adjusted after each exhibition set-up? No
229. Which measures can be used (as required) to protect framed works?
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect framed works? Security hanging hardware
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect framed works? Connection to the alarm system
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect framed works? RFID devices
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect framed works? Other
229. Which measures can be used (as required) to protect framed works? Other: (specify):
230. Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display?
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? None
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? Pressure/weight-sensors
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? Securing in place
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? Barriers or ropes
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? Proximity alarms
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? Plinths
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? Grit/grip tape on the floor
Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? Other
230. Which measures can be used (as required) to protect objects on open display? Other: (specify):
231. How are display cases secured?
How are display cases secured? Tamper-proof screws
How are display cases secured? Locks
How are display cases secured? Alarms
How are display cases secured? Other
231. How are display cases secured? Other: (specify):
232. What are the display cases made of?
What are the display cases made of? Wood
What are the display cases made of? Metal
What are the display cases made of? Glass
What are the display cases made of? Other
232. What are the display cases made of? Other: (specify):
233. What are the glazing materials used in the display cases?
What are the glazing materials used in the display cases? 10 mm (3/8 inch) Polycarbonate or acrylic
What are the glazing materials used in the display cases? Shatterproof glass
What are the glazing materials used in the display cases? Other
233. What are the glazing materials used in the display cases? Other: (specify):
234. Which of the following security measures are enforced during exhibition installation and take-down?
Which of the following security measures are enforced during exhibition installation and take-down? None
Which of the following security measures are enforced during exhibition installation and take-down? Restricted access
Which of the following security measures are enforced during exhibition installation and take-down? Sign-in procedure for access to galleries
235. Can the security devices located in the collection storage rooms be controlled independently of the rest of the building?
Can the security devices located in the collection storage rooms be controlled independently of the rest of the building? Yes
Can the security devices located in the collection storage rooms be controlled independently of the rest of the building? No
236. Is unaccompanied access to storage restricted to collection staff?
Is unaccompanied access to storage restricted to collection staff? Yes
Is unaccompanied access to storage restricted to collection staff? No
237. Describe the doors into the storage rooms:
Describe the doors into the storage rooms: Hollow
Describe the doors into the storage rooms: Solid (wood/steel)
Describe the doors into the storage rooms: With window/sidelight
Describe the doors into the storage rooms: Non-removable hinge pins
Describe the doors into the storage rooms: Locked at all times
238. Are there any windows in the storage rooms?
Are there any windows in the storage rooms? Yes
Are there any windows in the storage rooms? No
239. Can the security devices located in the reading room(s) be controlled independently of the rest of the building?
Can the security devices located in the reading room(s) be controlled independently of the rest of the building? Yes
Can the security devices located in the reading room(s) be controlled independently of the rest of the building? No
240. Which of the following measures are in place to manage access to collections by researchers?
Which of the following measures are in place to manage access to collections by researchers? Sign in/registration for researchers
Which of the following measures are in place to manage access to collections by researchers? Lockers for researchers’ personal items
Which of the following measures are in place to manage access to collections by researchers? Item checkout records
Which of the following measures are in place to manage access to collections by researchers? Security gates
241. Does someone supervise the reading room(s) constantly when researchers are present?
Does someone supervise the reading room(s) constantly when researchers are present? Yes
Does someone supervise the reading room(s) constantly when researchers are present? No
242. Is there a clear field of view for staff to monitor researchers in all parts of the room(s)?
Is there a clear field of view for staff to monitor researchers in all parts of the room(s)? Yes
Is there a clear field of view for staff to monitor researchers in all parts of the room(s)? No
243. Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers?
Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers? None
Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers? Microfilm/microfiche copies
Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers? Photographs
Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers? Reference books
Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers? Finding aids
Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers? Other
243. Which collection items are available for self-service by researchers? Other: (specify):
244. Where are requested collection items stored overnight?
Where are requested collection items stored overnight? Secure holding room
Where are requested collection items stored overnight? Collection storage room
Where are requested collection items stored overnight? In the reading room
245. Can the security devices located in the loading dock be controlled independently of the rest of the building?
Can the security devices located in the loading dock be controlled independently of the rest of the building? Yes
Can the security devices located in the loading dock be controlled independently of the rest of the building? No
246. Do all overhead doors in the loading dock have door contacts?
Do all overhead doors in the loading dock have door contacts? Yes
Do all overhead doors in the loading dock have door contacts? No
247. Is there a secure door/entry that separates the interior loading dock area from the building interior?
Is there a secure door/entry that separates the interior loading dock area from the building interior? Yes
Is there a secure door/entry that separates the interior loading dock area from the building interior? No
248. Does the institution have an integrated pest management program that include measures to avoid, block, detect and respond to pests?
Does the institution have an integrated pest management program that include measures to avoid, block, detect and respond to pests? Yes
Does the institution have an integrated pest management program that include measures to avoid, block, detect and respond to pests? No
249. Who is responsible for pest management on an ongoing basis?
Who is responsible for pest management on an ongoing basis? Pest control service
Who is responsible for pest management on an ongoing basis? Staff
Who is responsible for pest management on an ongoing basis? Other
249. Who is responsible for pest management on an ongoing basis? Other: (specify):
250. Who is provided with Integrated Pest Management orientation?
Who is provided with Integrated Pest Management orientation? Collections staff
Who is provided with Integrated Pest Management orientation? Other staff
Who is provided with Integrated Pest Management orientation? Collections volunteers
Who is provided with Integrated Pest Management orientation? Other volunteers
Who is provided with Integrated Pest Management orientation? Janitorial staff
Who is provided with Integrated Pest Management orientation? Security staff
251. Is there a pest incident reporting system for all staff members?
Is there a pest incident reporting system for all staff members? Yes
Is there a pest incident reporting system for all staff members? No
252. How often are collection storage rooms inspected for pests?
How often are collection storage rooms inspected for pests? Monthly
How often are collection storage rooms inspected for pests? Quarterly
How often are collection storage rooms inspected for pests? Other
252. How often are collection storage rooms inspected for pests? Other: (specify):
253. How often is the building in general inspected for pests?
How often is the building in general inspected for pests? Monthly
How often is the building in general inspected for pests? Quarterly
How often is the building in general inspected for pests? Other
253. How often is the building in general inspected for pests? Other: (specify):
254. What methods are used to monitor pests on an ongoing basis?
What methods are used to monitor pests on an ongoing basis? Not applicable
What methods are used to monitor pests on an ongoing basis? Sticky traps
What methods are used to monitor pests on an ongoing basis? Rodent traps
What methods are used to monitor pests on an ongoing basis? Insect light traps
What methods are used to monitor pests on an ongoing basis? Other
254. What methods are used to monitor pests on an ongoing basis? Other: (specify):
255. How often are traps checked?
How often are traps checked? Not applicable
How often are traps checked? Monthly
How often are traps checked? Quarterly
How often are traps checked? Annually
How often are traps checked? Other
255. How often are traps checked? Other: (specify):
256. How often is the trap data inspected and results summarized to indicate trends?
How often is the trap data inspected and results summarized to indicate trends? Not applicable
How often is the trap data inspected and results summarized to indicate trends? Monthly
How often is the trap data inspected and results summarized to indicate trends? Quarterly
How often is the trap data inspected and results summarized to indicate trends? Other
256. How often is the trap data inspected and results summarized to indicate trends? Other: (specify):
257. How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)?
How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)? Not treated
How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)? Low temperature
How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)? Elevated temperature
How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)? Controlled atmosphere (e.g. elevated carbon dioxide or low oxygen)
How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)? Quarantined
How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)? Systematically inspected
How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)? Other
257. How are incoming objects handled before they are integrated into the collection/exhibition area(s)? Other: (specify):
258. Are natural materials (such as grasses or flowers) used in displays?
Are natural materials (such as grasses or flowers) used in displays? Yes
Are natural materials (such as grasses or flowers) used in displays? No
259. Are these materials inspected or treated before use?
Are these materials inspected or treated before use? Yes
Are these materials inspected or treated before use? No
260. Who cleans the building?
Who cleans the building? In-house janitorial staff
Who cleans the building? Contract janitorial staff
Who cleans the building? Non-janitorial staff
261. How often are collection storage areas vacuumed?
How often are collection storage areas vacuumed? Every 6 months
How often are collection storage areas vacuumed? Every 12 months
How often are collection storage areas vacuumed? Other
261. How often are collection storage areas vacuumed? Other: (specify):
262. How often are exhibition areas and reading rooms vacuumed?
How often are exhibition areas and reading rooms vacuumed? Weekly
How often are exhibition areas and reading rooms vacuumed? Every 12 months
How often are exhibition areas and reading rooms vacuumed? Other
262. How often are exhibition areas and reading rooms vacuumed? Other: (specify):
263. How often is food waste removed from the building?
How often is food waste removed from the building? Daily
How often is food waste removed from the building? Weekly
How often is food waste removed from the building? Other
263. How often is food waste removed from the building? Other: (specify):
264. Is there a garbage dumpster that is used for food located inside the loading dock?
Is there a garbage dumpster that is used for food located inside the loading dock? Yes
Is there a garbage dumpster that is used for food located inside the loading dock? No
Is there a garbage dumpster that is used for food located inside the loading dock? Not applicable
265. Are bait stations used to deliver poison bait to pests?
Are bait stations used to deliver poison bait to pests? Yes
Are bait stations used to deliver poison bait to pests? No
266. Has the building experienced problems with pests in the past five (5) years?
Has the building experienced problems with pests in the past five (5) years? Yes
Has the building experienced problems with pests in the past five (5) years? No
267. Provide further details below:
Type of pest (Row 1)
Location in the building (Row 1)
Date (YYYY-MM-DD) – indicate all occurrences (Row 1)
Were collections affected? (Row 1)
Description of corrective measures taken (Row 1)
Has the problem been resolved? (Row 1)
268. Has there been a mould problem in the past five (5) years?
Has there been a mould problem in the past five (5) years? Yes
Has there been a mould problem in the past five (5) years? No
269. Provide further details below:
Cause (e.g. leak, flood, high humidity) (Row 1)
Location in the building (Row 1)
Date (YYYY-MM-DD) – indicate all occurrences (Row 1)
Were collections affected? (Row 1)
Description of corrective measures taken (Row 1)
Has the problem been resolved? (Row 1)
270. Is there a written procedure for handling mould contaminated artifacts?
Is there a written procedure for handling mould contaminated artifacts? Yes
Is there a written procedure for handling mould contaminated artifacts? No
271. Are mould-contaminated artifacts isolated by placing them in a sealed box or bag?
Are mould-contaminated artifacts isolated by placing them in a sealed box or bag? Yes
Are mould-contaminated artifacts isolated by placing them in a sealed box or bag? No
272. After cleaning, how are mould-contaminated artifacts returned to the collection?
After cleaning, how are mould-contaminated artifacts returned to the collection? Still isolated
After cleaning, how are mould-contaminated artifacts returned to the collection? Integrated, still isolated
After cleaning, how are mould-contaminated artifacts returned to the collection? Integrated, no longer isolated
273. Are stained or mould-contaminated building materials replaced?
Are stained or mould-contaminated building materials replaced? Yes
Are stained or mould-contaminated building materials replaced? No
274. What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological)
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Fine art
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Archaeological
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Indigenous and world cultures
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Decorative arts
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Natural sciences
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Historic
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Photographs
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Industrial/agricultural
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Archival & books
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Military
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Audio-visual material
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Textile
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Digital
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Other
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Other: (specify)
What is the breakdown of the collection, by percentage? (For example: 20% fine art, 80% archaeological) % Total (must equal 100%)
275. Does the collection contain hazardous items?
Does the collection contain hazardous items? Unknown
Does the collection contain hazardous items? No hazardous items
Does the collection contain hazardous items? Cellulose nitrate
Does the collection contain hazardous items? Firearms/ammunition, munitions
Does the collection contain hazardous items? Mining and blasting equipment
Does the collection contain hazardous items? Other
275. Does the collection contain hazardous items? Other: (specify):
276. If the building is located in a high-risk seismic zone, is the collection protected against seismic shock?
If the building is located in a high-risk seismic zone, is the collection protected against seismic shock? Yes
If the building is located in a high-risk seismic zone, is the collection protected against seismic shock? No
If the building is located in a high-risk seismic zone, is the collection protected against seismic shock? Not applicable
277. How are collections transported?
How are collections transported? Van
How are collections transported? Truck
How are collections transported? Car
How are collections transported? By hand
How are collections transported? Other
277. How are collections transported? Other: (specify):
278. Do the transport vehicles have climate control and air-ride suspension?
Do the transport vehicles have climate control and air-ride suspension? Yes
Do the transport vehicles have climate control and air-ride suspension? No
279. What types of exhibition areas are present?
What types of exhibition areas are present? Permanent
What types of exhibition areas are present? Temporary
280. What is the total number of permanent exhibition areas?
281. What is the total permanent exhibition area, in square feet or metres?
282. What is the total number of temporary exhibition areas?
283. What is the total temporary exhibition area, in square feet or metres?
284. Is there a dedicated exhibition area for temporary/travelling exhibitions?
Is there a dedicated exhibition area for temporary/travelling exhibitions? Yes
Is there a dedicated exhibition area for temporary/travelling exhibitions? No
285. Is eating or drinking permitted in exhibition area(s)?
Is eating or drinking permitted in exhibition area(s)? Yes
Is eating or drinking permitted in exhibition area(s)? No
286. Are there procedures in place to manage risks in exhibition areas during events (e.g. food, damage from vibration, accidental touching, etc.)?
Are there procedures in place to manage risks in exhibition areas during events (e.g. food, damage from vibration, accidental touching, etc.)? Yes
Are there procedures in place to manage risks in exhibition areas during events (e.g. food, damage from vibration, accidental touching, etc.)? No
287. Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces?
Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces? No
Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces? Offices
Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces? Outdoors
Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces? Lounge
Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces? Classroom
Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces? Lobby
Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces? Other
287. Are objects displayed in any of the following spaces? Other: (specify):
288. How is the collection displayed?
How is the collection displayed? Open display
How is the collection displayed? Hanging
How is the collection displayed? In cases
How is the collection displayed? Other
288. How is the collection displayed? Other: (specify):
289. Do display cases have gaskets and are they dust proof?
Do display cases have gaskets and are they dust proof? Yes
Do display cases have gaskets and are they dust proof? No
290. Are any display cases designed to provide microclimates that are different from the climate of the exhibition areas?
Are any display cases designed to provide microclimates that are different from the climate of the exhibition areas? Yes
Are any display cases designed to provide microclimates that are different from the climate of the exhibition areas? No
291. Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer.
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: RH: (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: +/- (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: Temp: (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: +/- (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: RH: (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: +/- (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: Temp: (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the exhibition areas for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: +/- (°C)
292. What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)?
What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)? LED
What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)? Halogen
What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)? Incandescent
What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)? Daylight
What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)? Fibre-optic lighting
What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)? Fluorescent
What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)? Other
292. What type of lighting is used in exhibition area(s)? Other: (specify):
293. What equipment is used to control light exposure inside the building?
What equipment is used to control light exposure inside the building? Curtains
What equipment is used to control light exposure inside the building? Window filters
What equipment is used to control light exposure inside the building? Blinds
What equipment is used to control light exposure inside the building? Dimmers
What equipment is used to control light exposure inside the building? Other
293. What equipment is used to control light exposure inside the building? Other: (specify):
294. How is light exposure managed inside the building?
How is light exposure managed inside the building? Manually
How is light exposure managed inside the building? Lighting control system
How is light exposure managed inside the building? Pre-set timer
How is light exposure managed inside the building? Motion sensors
How is light exposure managed inside the building? Dosimetry/light logging
295. Are light and ultraviolet levels measured in exhibition area(s)?
Are light and ultraviolet levels measured in exhibition area(s)? Yes
Are light and ultraviolet levels measured in exhibition area(s)? No
296. Do daylight sources have ultraviolet filters?
Do daylight sources have ultraviolet filters? Yes
Do daylight sources have ultraviolet filters? No
297. Are lights turned off in exhibition areas after hours?
Are lights turned off in exhibition areas after hours? Yes
Are lights turned off in exhibition areas after hours? No
298. How are the display cases lit?
How are the display cases lit? Internal lighting
How are the display cases lit? External lighting
How are the display cases lit? LED
How are the display cases lit? Incandescent
How are the display cases lit? Fluorescent
How are the display cases lit? Fibre-optic lighting
How are the display cases lit? Other
298. How are the display cases lit? Other: (specify):
299. Are cases vented to reduce interior heating caused by internal or external lighting?
Are cases vented to reduce interior heating caused by internal or external lighting? Yes
Are cases vented to reduce interior heating caused by internal or external lighting? No
300. How many collection storage rooms are in the building?
301. What is the total area of storage space, in square feet or metres?
302. How much space is available for collection growth?
How much space is available for collection growth? 0%
How much space is available for collection growth? 10%
How much space is available for collection growth? 25%
How much space is available for collection growth? 50% and up
303. Where are the collection storage rooms located?
Where are the collection storage rooms located? On grade
Where are the collection storage rooms located? Above grade
Where are the collection storage rooms located? Below grade
Where are the collection storage rooms located? Attic
Where are the collection storage rooms located? Other
303. Where are the collection storage rooms located? Other: (specify):
304. What equipment is used to protect below grade collection storage rooms from water?
What equipment is used to protect below grade collection storage rooms from water? Not applicable
What equipment is used to protect below grade collection storage rooms from water? Sump pump
What equipment is used to protect below grade collection storage rooms from water? Water detector
What equipment is used to protect below grade collection storage rooms from water? Floor drain
What equipment is used to protect below grade collection storage rooms from water? Backwater valve
305. Is the water detector monitored as part of the security system?
Is the water detector monitored as part of the security system? Yes
Is the water detector monitored as part of the security system? No
Is the water detector monitored as part of the security system? Not applicable
306. Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms?
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Not applicable
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Documentation
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Research
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Photography
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Public tours
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Conservation
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Exhibition preparation
Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Other
306. Which of the following activities occur in the collection storage rooms? Other: (specify):
307. What type of storage furniture is used in the building?
What type of storage furniture is used in the building? Wooden shelving
What type of storage furniture is used in the building? Metal shelving
What type of storage furniture is used in the building? Compact storage
What type of storage furniture is used in the building? Enclosed metal cabinets
What type of storage furniture is used in the building? Sliding racks
What type of storage furniture is used in the building? Other
307. What type of storage furniture is used in the building? Other: (specify):
308. Is the equipment adequate in quantity and type for the collection?
Is the equipment adequate in quantity and type for the collection? Yes
Is the equipment adequate in quantity and type for the collection? No
309. Are shelving units and storage cabinets secured against earthquakes?
Are shelving units and storage cabinets secured against earthquakes? Yes
Are shelving units and storage cabinets secured against earthquakes? No
310. Are all objects stored at least 10 cm off the floor?
Are all objects stored at least 10 cm off the floor? Yes
Are all objects stored at least 10 cm off the floor? No
311. Have the specific needs for cushioning and support of collections been met in storage?
Have the specific needs for cushioning and support of collections been met in storage? Yes
Have the specific needs for cushioning and support of collections been met in storage? No
312. Is there easy access to allow movement of the objects in all collection storage rooms?
Is there easy access to allow movement of the objects in all collection storage rooms? Yes
Is there easy access to allow movement of the objects in all collection storage rooms? No
313. Is there a freight elevator in the building that can be used for the collection?
Is there a freight elevator in the building that can be used for the collection? Yes
Is there a freight elevator in the building that can be used for the collection? No
314. How are objects moved?
How are objects moved? Cart
How are objects moved? Dolly
How are objects moved? Other
314. How are objects moved? Other: (specify):
315. Are artifacts shipped in purpose-built crates?
Are artifacts shipped in purpose-built crates? Yes
Are artifacts shipped in purpose-built crates? No
316. What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms?
What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms? LED
What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms? Fluorescent
What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms? Incandescent
What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms? Halogen
What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms? Daylight
What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms? UV filtered
What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms? Other
316. What type of lighting is used in the collection storage rooms? Other: (specify):
317. Are lights kept off when collection storage rooms are unoccupied?
Are lights kept off when collection storage rooms are unoccupied? Yes
Are lights kept off when collection storage rooms are unoccupied? No
318. Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer.
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: RH: (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: +/- (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: Temp: (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: +/- (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: RH: (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: +/- (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: Temp: (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the storage spaces for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: +/- (°C)
319. What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)?
What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)? LED
What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)? Fluorescent
What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)? Incandescent
What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)? Halogen
What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)? Daylight
What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)? UV filtered
What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)? Other
319. What type of lighting is used in the reading room(s)? Other: (specify):
320. Are all researchers required to register and agree to abide by reading room regulations?
Are all researchers required to register and agree to abide by reading room regulations? Yes
Are all researchers required to register and agree to abide by reading room regulations? No
321. Are collection items displayed in the reading room(s)?
Are collection items displayed in the reading room(s)? Yes
Are collection items displayed in the reading room(s)? No
321. Are collection items displayed in the reading room(s)? If Yes, describe exhibition spaces:
322. Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer.
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: RH: (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: +/- (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: Temp: (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer. a) Winter Setting: +/- (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: RH: (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: +/- (%)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: Temp: (°C)
Indicate the relative humidity (RH) and temperature in the reading room(s) for the winter and summer. b) Summer Setting: +/- (°C)
How would you like to sign your application? Print and sign
How would you like to sign your application? Use an image of my signature
How would you like to sign your application? Use a digital signature (digital ID)
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